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ABSTRACT
Evidence derived from passages that closely represent likely answers to a posed query can be useful input to the ranking process.
Based on a novel use of Community Question Answering data, we
present an approach for the creation of such passages. A general
framework for extracting answer passages and estimating their
quality is proposed, and this evidence is integrated into ranking
models. Our experiments on two web collections show that such
quality estimates from answer passages provide a strong indication of document relevance and compare favorably to previous
passage-based methods. Combining such evidence can significantly
improve over a set of state-of-the-art ranking models, including
Quality-Biased Ranking, External Expansion, and a combination of
both. A final ranking model that incorporates all quality estimates
achieves further improvements on both collections.
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INTRODUCTION

It has long been thought that combining document-level and passagelevel evidence is an effective retrieval approach [8, 46]. Bendersky
and Kurland [4], for example, showed that combining evidence
from the best-matching passage in retrieved documents leads to
increased retrieval effectiveness.
Different types of passages have been examined. Tombros and
Sanderson [43] proposed so-called query biased summaries for use
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Figure 1: An example of questions from the CQA site, Yahoo!
Answers, that are related to the given query "dinosaurs"

in search result pages. Later work provided evidence supporting
the use of summaries as a passage representation to improve ad
hoc retrieval [14, 22, 40]. Such summaries are created based on the
degree of query-term matching, rather than document relevance. It
remains to be seen if more effective passages can be found.
We investigate whether passages can be biased towards selecting
text fragments that are more likely to bear answers to the query,
and whether this new approach would give a better indication of
underlying document relevance. The induced representation would
tend to cover a richer set of text evidence rather than just the given
query terms. We call these fragments answer passages.
We create answer passages by exploiting content in a specialized resource where high quality, human-curated question-answer
structures are abundant: Community Question Answering (CQA)
services. The text content on such services is utilized in a specific
way: not to reuse or synthesize answers, but to provide an indication as to which text fragments in a document are likely to be
part of an accepted answer. This “answer-bearingness” property
can serve as a valuable document ranking signal.
While exploiting information from external resources to improve
ranking is common [5, 12], to the best of our knowledge, no past
work has studied using an external resource to improve the relevance estimate of document passages for ad hoc retrieval.
Our main contributions are: (1) We develop a new approach for
representing passage-level evidence for ad hoc retrieval via a novel

use of CQA data; (2) The new approach provides a strong indication
of document relevance, and is able to outperform many previous
passage-based methods; combining text quality with evidence derived from the new representation leads to further improvements.
Our experiments show that incorporating the new evidence significantly improves over state-of-the-art ranking models, including
Quality-Biased Ranking (QSDM), External Expansion (EE), and a
combination of both.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents related work, followed by the motivation of this work in
Section 3. Section 4 details our framework of passage extraction
using external resources and document re-ranking using quality
features derived from the answer passages. Sections 5 and 6 describe
the experiment and the results. Discussion and concluding remarks
are given in Sections 7 and 8.

2

BACKGROUND

Table 1 shows our categorization of approaches to document ranking: considering the object being scored (i.e. document or passage/summary) and the location of information that is exploited
(i.e. local or external).1 Work listed in the top-left cell focuses on
attempts to improve relevance estimation of a document using the
local collection. The top-right cell lists work exploring the use of
more focused text representations such as passages or summaries.
The bottom-left cell lists work exploiting external resources for improving relevance estimation. A considerable amount of effort was
invested in both directions, but the intersection, the bottom-right,
has had less exploration. We now examine each cell in turn.
Document-Based Scoring Using Local Collection. Common retrieval models such as BM25 [38], language models [34], and DfR
[2] are in this cell. Among these widely used models, Sequential
Dependency Model (SDM) has consistently demonstrated strong
effectiveness [29]. Lavrenko and Croft [23] implemented pseudorelevance feedback (PRF) within a language modeling framework.
The basic idea of PRF [39] is assuming the initially retrieved topranked documents are relevant and then extracting the most frequent terms from them to improve retrieval effectiveness.
Kurland and Lee [20] leveraged link-based methods using interdocument similarities. Bendersky et al. [3] integrated document
quality features in a quality-biased SDM (QSDM) framework, and
showed the effectiveness of their approach over text- and link-based
techniques. To the best of our knowledge, no previous work has
reported superior performance to QSDM ranking.
Document-Based Scoring Using External Resources. Use of external resources to improve the relevance estimation of documents
has also been tried [5, 12]. Diaz and Metzler [12] incorporated information from external corpora, such as the web collections, using
a language modeling technique for PRF. External expansion was
shown to be effective and was extended by Weerkamp et al. to the
task of blog retrieval [45]. Bendersky et al. [5] also explored the use
of term/concept statistics derived from external corpora, such as
MSN query logs and Wikipedia, into the SDM method.
1 Note,

such a categorization excludes methods that either address more specific retrieval problems (e.g. clustering [36] or learning to rank [27]) or that exploit other data
(e.g. link analysis [20] or user signals [1]).

Passage-Based Scoring Using Local Collection. Combining evidence from passages to improve ad hoc retrieval has been explored
by Bendersky and Kurland [4], who showed that incorporating
the best-matching passage into the original document language
model [34] can significantly improve retrieval effectiveness. Krikon
and Kurland [19] further explored the integration of documentbased, cluster-based, and passage-based information to improve
document ranking. Relatively little work has considered using document summaries, as another passage representation, to improve
retrieval effectiveness. More recently, He et al. [14] showed that
combining summaries and documents improves the retrieval effectiveness of a document language model baseline.
However, as will be shown in our experiments, this approach
does not improve over stronger retrieval models such as SDM,
suggesting that the passage scoring is not effective in the presence of
term proximity information. While the advantage of using passage
representations in ad hoc retrieval appears evident, it is still an
open question if further improvements can be made.
Passage-Based Scoring Using External Resources. To the best of
our knowledge, using an external collection to better estimate the
relevance of retrieved passages for ad hoc retrieval has not been
explored. Much of the past work has focused on using external
collections for the relevance estimation of documents, including
Wikipedia [5, 28] and web collections [12].
CQA sites allow people to ask questions that are answered by
other users in the community. The popularity of CQA, such as Yahoo! Answers, has grown rapidly; in 2016, over 3.0 million people
in U.S. accessed Yahoo! Answers per month.2 Previous work has
exploited CQA data for many purposes, such as: answering factoid
and tips questions [6, 44], answering non-factoid queries [51], predicting information asker and web searcher satisfaction [25, 26],
and evaluating answer quality [41]. We are not aware of previous
work that has used CQA for improving document ranking.

3

HYPOTHESIS

Our work tests the following answer-bearingness hypothesis:
Documents that are likely to bear focused answers to
the posed query should be ranked highly.
To test the hypothesis, CQA resources are exploited as proxies of an
oracle “answer source”, which is unattainable otherwise. A scoring
rule is developed and used in a subsequent passage generation step
to score any given passage according to how well its text content
approximates the answer source data. Following Bendersky and
Kurland [4], we assume that the best-scoring passage under this
scoring rule can represent the full document in a quality-biased
ranking framework, and therefore quality features derived from the
best-scoring passage can directly benefit retrieval. A set of similar
strategies was recently reviewed in passage retrieval [17], with an
aim of improving the presentation of search results in general.
We now formally define the research questions:
RQ1 Can answer passages be exploited to improve document ranking compared to existing methods?
RQ2 Can incorporating quality features from answer passages
improve ad hoc retrieval?
2 https://www.quantcast.com/answers.yahoo.com

Table 1: Ad hoc retrieval methodologies broken down in two axes, based on the object being scored (columns) and the resource
used in relevance estimation (rows). Shaded methods are our addition to this work.
Document

Passage

Local Collection

Retrieval models: BM25, SDM, or DfR
Pseudo relevance feedback [23, 39]
Quality-biased ranking (QSDM) [3]

Passage-based LM [4, 14, 19]

External Resources

External expansion (MoRM) [12, 45]
Weighted dependence model (WSD) [5]

Answer-passage quality

Our methodology allows for the creation of multiple passage
representations for improving document ranking, which leads to a
third research question:
RQ3 Does combining quality features from multiple passage representations make a stronger ranking model?

4

AN ANSWER-PASSAGE APPROACH

In passage retrieval, a two-phase approach is used to avoid needing
to generate passage representations for all documents. We assume
that an initial set of documents DQ with respect to query Q is first
retrieved using a standard retrieval function such as BM25 or SDM,
to serve as input to the passage retrieval module. Following this
step, our answer-passage approach will exploit information from
CQA data to induce passages that are likely to bear answers to
query Q, and use this passage representation to re-rank documents.
We present two different methodologies in the coming sections
for extracting and scoring answer passages. Section 4.1 presents a
general probabilistic framework that involves external resources in
the process of extracting answer passages. An alternative method,
described in Section 4.2, leverages open-domain question answering
to directly retrieve answer-reporting passages. On either type of
representation, a final re-ranking step is performed based on the
passage quality, which is described in Section 4.3.

4.1

A Probabilistic Framework

Our approach requires one basic functionality from the CQA resource: the ability to perform question retrieval so that the user
can submit a query Q to retrieve a set of related questions and gain
access to the respective answers AQ (see Section 5.1). The answers,
AQ , are used to improve the estimation of term relevance [12].
In a standard language modeling framework [23], this relevance
estimate p(t |Q) is written as:
Õ
p(t |Q) ∝
p(t |A) p(Q |A),
(1)
A∈AQ

where p(t |A) is the relevance estimate of term t derived from answer
A, and p(Q |A) is the retrieval score of answer A with respect to Q.
Improving Relevance Estimation of Terms. For term relevance
p(t |A), we consider estimates that are in proportion to a given term
weighting function. The following functions are discussed:
• Query Likelihood (QL) [34, 53]:
f (t, A) + µ p(t |C)
.
|A| + µ

(2)

• BM25 [38]:
f (t, A) (k 1 + 1)
 id f (t).

|A |
f (t, A) + k 1 1 − b + b avg ′ |A′ |

(3)

A

• Embedding Language Model (EMB):
Î
 1/|A |
t A ∈A p(t, t A )
Î
 1/|A | .
Í
′
t A ∈A p(t , t A )
t ′ ∈ T̃

(4)

The first two functions are based on commonly used retrieval
models, Query Likelihood (QL) [34, 53] and BM25 [38]. For QL, µ
controls the degree of Dirichlet smoothing and p(t |C) is the background (collection) language model. For BM25, k 1 and b are parameters and avgA′ |A′ | is the average answer size. In these equations,
f (t, A) denotes the frequency of term t within answer A.
The third term relevance estimate is based on word embeddings [31], which can serve as an alternative to more conventional
score functions. Our formulation differs from prior work [21, 52]
in the way the probability of jointly observing term t and answer
A is defined:
hÖ
i 1/|A |
p(t, A) ∝
p(t, t A )
.
(5)
t A ∈A

We postulate that the likelihood of jointly observing two terms t
and t ′ in the same document context is proportional to a sigmoidal
transformation (with scale/location parameters κ and x 0 ) of the
cosine similarity between the respective word vectors vt and vt ′ :
1
p(t, t ′ ) ∝
.
(6)
1 + exp (−κ(cos(vt , vt ′ ) − x 0 ))
It can be shown that the relevance estimate p(t |A) as in (4) follows
this derivation. Practically, it suffices to compute the normalization
factor in (4) over a smaller subset of terms T̃ ⊂ T .
p(Q |A) informs the degree of relevance of answer A with respect
to query Q, so that in (1) more relevant answers have stronger influence over the inferred model p(t |Q). As CQA sites do not usually
reveal such scores or even the scoring rules, some distributional
assumptions are made for computing this estimate. One can assume
that the query likelihood of answer A retrieved at the k-th position
(within the set AQ ) is distributed logarithmically, in accordance
with the Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG) [16], or geometrically,
in accordance with the Rank-Biased Precision (RBP) metric [32]. For
simplicity, in this paper we focus on only the DCG variant, defined
as follows, as both variants showed comparable performance in our
preliminary experiments:
p(Q |A) ∝ (log k + 1)−1 .

(7)

Extracting Answer Passages. The next step is to incorporate the
estimated term relevance into a passage algorithm to extract subdocument representations G that best approximate the retrieved
answer-bearing content. Two approaches are taken: extracting
fixed-length passages (PSG) and extracting summaries using integer
linear programming (ILP). Note that, depending on the approach in
use, G can either be a contiguous block of text or a set of sentences
put together by using document summarization.
The first approach, PSG, is based on the use of fixed-length
passages that are common in retrieval [8, 33]. Such representations
do not (usually) stick to predefined sentence/paragraph boundaries
and can be easily generated using a sliding window algorithm. From
all passages in document D, prior work [4] suggests scoring them
with a language modeling approach to choose one passage G ∗ with
the maximum score. Our first approach follows this practice but
uses the improved relevance estimates to evaluate passages:
Õ
∗
G PSG
= arg max
p(t |Q).
(8)
G ∈D

t ∈G

However, the answer-bearing content may not necessarily form
a contiguous text block so that fixed-length passages will catch
them. Redundant terms in a passage can also fill up the space easily
without providing additional information, rendering the relevance
estimate unreliable.
Our second approach, ILP, draws on document summarization
to tackle these issues. It leverages integer linear programming to
extract document summaries [13, 42, 47], with the core algorithm
extended to incorporate term relevance estimates derived from
CQA resources. This particular approach is taken in our framework
for both the efficacy and the ease to incorporate external knowledge
about topical relevance.3 The algorithm is optimized to select a set
of sentences that maximize the coverage of answer-bearing terms
in the generated summary G:
∗
G ILP

= arg max L(G) + λ R(G),
G ∈D

(9)

where:
L(G) =

Õ
t ∈G

p(t |Q),

R(G) =

Õ

p(t |Q) s f (t, G)

(10)

Table 2: List of passage quality features.
Feature
PassageScore
PassageOverlap
NumSentences
QueryOverlap
AvgWordWeight
AvgTermLen
Entropy
FracStops
StopCover

Definition
Objective value to score the passage
Bigram overlap with respect to answers
Number of sentences
Number of query term occurrences
Average passage term weight
Average passage term length
Shannon entropy of the term distribution
Fraction of passage terms that are stopwords
Fraction of stopwords appear in the passage

The DR model takes query Q and document D as input and
returns a best-matching passage G ∗ = ⟨д1 , д2 , . . . , дm ⟩ of m terms
that maximizes an answer span score, defined as follows:
∗
G DR
= arg max

max

G ∈D 1≤i ≤j ≤m

log pS (дi |G, Q) + log p E (дj |G, Q). (11)

In this formulation, the score being optimized indicates the loglikelihood of a passage G reporting an answer. The core idea behind
DR is to use recurrent neural networks to aggregate term-level
evidence (i.e. features), and then for each passage term дi estimate
if the term starts or ends an answer span with respect to Q using
attentive modeling [15]. The best scoring pair ⟨дi , дj ⟩ in a passage
is identified to compute the final answer span score. Specifically,
the two likelihood models pS and p E , for starting and ending an
answer span, are defined as:
pS (дi |G, Q) ∝ exp(vдTi WS vQ ),
p E (дj |G, Q) ∝ exp(vдTj WE vQ ),

(12)

where vдi and vдj are passage-term vectors, vQ denotes the query
vector, andWS andWE indicate the bilinear mappings. Both passageterm vectors and query-term vectors are derived from the hidden
states of two separate recurrent neural networks, and the query
vector is a weighted combination of the derived query-term vectors.
These definitions are given as follows:

t ∈G

⟨vд : д ∈ G⟩ = BiLSTMG (⟨fд : д ∈ G⟩),

and |G ∗ | is less than or equal to some predefined K and s f (t, G) denotes the “sentence frequency” of term t in summary G. Both objective functions L(G) and R(G) are combined using a hyperparameter
0 ≤ λ ≤ 1. The first objective will try to maximize summary-level
term coverage and reduce term repetition. The other sentence-level
objective will include more sentences with highly relevant terms.

where WQ is a linear mapping, fд denotes the feature vector for
passage term д, and eq denotes the word embeddings for term q.

4.2

4.3

Open-Domain Question Answering

We also implement an alternative answer-passage scoring framework based on a recent open-domain question answering model,
called Document Reader (DR) [9]. The goal of open-domain question
answering is to automatically extract text fragments (“answers”)
from a set of unstructured or free-format documents to address
users’ questions.
3 More

advanced approaches, such as submodular optimization [24], use sentenceto-sentence similarities rather than concept relevance to perform document summarization. It is not clear yet how CQA resources can be incorporated in this regard to
improve the extraction of answer passages.

⟨vq : q ∈ Q⟩ = BiLSTMQ (⟨eq : q ∈ Q⟩),
Õ
vQ =
softmax(WQ vq ) vq ,

(13)

q ∈Q

Passage Quality Based Ranking

A mix of novel and existing features are employed to estimate
the quality of the produced passage, see Table 2. PassageScore
denotes the score assigned to the best matching passage in the
retrieved document. The score is combined with PassageOverlap
to estimate the answer-bearingness level of a passage relative to a
given query. PassageOverlap measures the term overlap between
a document passage and its related CQA answers. NumSentences
is employed as a quality feature based on the idea that a summary
with too many short sentences is less likely to be relevant or informative. QueryOverlap has been used in previous studies on web

Table 3: Test collections used in our experiments.
Collection

Topics

# Docs

GOV2
ClueWeb09B

TREC Topics 701–850
TREC Web Topics 1–200

25,205,179
50,066,642

search ranking [1] and in query-biased summarization [30]. Other
prior work [50] leveraged AvgWordWeight as a sentence feature to
generate document summaries. Motivated by the effectiveness of
document quality features used by Bendersky et al. [3], we adopt
four non-HTML specific quality features to work at the passage
level: AvgTermLen, Entropy, FracStops, and StopCover.
The proposed quality estimates are combined by using a featurebased linear ranking model (see (14)). Previous work has used a
similar approach [3, 29], and in most cases combining evidence from
different representations and different retrieval functions has been
shown to be beneficial [11]. As was done in the QSDM framework
[3], the SDM retrieval score is also included in the model:
Õ
λ D f SDM (q, D) +
λ f (q, G)
(14)
j j j
Í
where the weights λ D + j λ j = 1, f j represents the j-th feature,
and G represents the answer passage. The weights are learned using
a learning-to-rank algorithm described in Section 5.3.

5

EXPERIMENTS

A series of experiments was conducted to evaluate the effectiveness
of the proposed ranking model using quality features extracted from
the answer passages. Section 5.1 describes the data and evaluation
metrics used in our experiments. Section 5.2 covers the details about
baselines and Section 5.3 covers the parameter estimation.

5.1

Setup

The code and data used in this paper are made publicly available
for interested readers to reproduce our results.4
Test Collections. Ranking experiments were conducted on two
web test collections, GOV2 and CW09B (i.e. ClueWeb09B), using
TREC Terabyte 2004–2006 and Web Track 2009–2012 “title” topics
respectively. An overview of these data sets is provided in Table 3.
Both web collections were indexed using the Indri search engine
using Krovetz stemming without removing stopwords. The spam
filter by Cormack et al. [10] was applied to CW09B, removing spam
webpages with a score less than 70. Repeating the same experiments
on un-filtered CW09B data leads to the same conclusions, with some
slight decreases in absolute early precision (@10) but increases in
recall-oriented metrics.
Retrieval Settings. Initially, a ranked list of 100 documents was retrieved using the SDM, following the configuration parameters suggested in the original paper (λT , λO , λU ) = (0.85, 0.10, 0.05) [29].
This step is performed using the Indri search engine.5 The raw
HTML content for each retrieved document was parsed by using BeautifulSoup6 and sentences extracted using the Stanford
4 https://github.com/rmit-ir/AnswerPassageQuality
5 http://www.lemurproject.org/indri.php

External CQA Resources. The external CQA data were obtained
from Yahoo! Answers (Y!A), by submitting our queries to the Y!A
search engine and taking the best answer for each of the top ten
matching questions. In Y!A, the best answer for each question is
chosen by the person who posts the question.8 Our decision to use
only the best answer for each question is to ensure good quality
information [51]. There are three GOV2 queries (QID 703, 769,
816) and five CW09B queries (QID 95, 100, 138, 143, 146), however,
that do not have any matching questions. Since the purpose of
this research is to investigate how external evidence can be used
to enhance summaries and document ranking, we remove these
eight queries from this experiment (we return to the issue of the
availability of suitable CQA answers in Section 6.5). The average
number of related CQA answers per query in GOV2 and CW09B
data are 9.52 and 9.74 (maximum of 10), respectively. The choice
of ten as the number of related CQA answers per query is justified
based on the result of an initial experiment, where we tried using 1,
5, 10, 20, 50, and 100, and found that according to several metrics,
using a single answer is the least effective, while using ten answers
gave the most effective results in most of the cases.
Word Embeddings. Two sets of word embeddings are used, both
based on the fasttext package [7]. The first is a pre-trained set of
one million word vectors based on the English Wikipedia data in
2017 of 16 billion tokens (denoted as EmbWiki), and the second
is a set of five million word vectors trained on our custom crawl
of Yahoo! Answers data of five billion tokens (denoted as EmbYA)
using the skip-gram algorithm.9 Both sets of vectors are of 300 and
100 dimensions respectively.
Evaluation Metrics. To get a broader understanding to the effectiveness of the proposed method, six evaluation metrics are reported in this study. Top-k effectiveness as the focus of web search
is represented by NDCG@10, NDCG@20, P@10, and P@20. The
metric MRR, which is widely used in web question answering, is
also included. Additionally, we report MAP@100, as our ranking
experiment is limited to the top 100 initially retrieved documents.
The two-tailed t-test is used for significance testing.

5.2

Baselines

The following baselines were selected and implemented:
• Sequential Dependence Model (SDM);
• Passage-Based Language Model (MSP and SUM);
• Quality-Biased Ranking (QSDM);
• External Expansion (EE).
Passage-Based Language Models. A passage-based language model
is a mixture of three models of the passage pG , the document p D ,
and the collection pC . The combined model usually takes the following form:
Ö
[λG pG (t) + λ D p D (t) + λC pC (t)] ,
p(Q) =
t ∈Q

7 https://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP/

(version 3.8.0)

8 http://yahooanswers.tumblr.com/post/80173794953/important-changes-to-answers
9 The custom Yahoo! Answers crawl contains roughly 17 million question-answer pairs

(version 5.9)

6 https://www.crummy.com/software/BeautifulSoup/

CoreNLP toolkit.7 Stopwords were removed from the sentences
(using the INQUERY list) and Krovetz stemming was performed.

(version 4.0)

submitted to Yahoo! Answers between 2013 and 2016.

under the constraint that the mixture weights sum to one. The
passage model pG and the mixture weights might be implemented
slightly differently across methods.
Two variants, MSP and SUM, are implemented in this paper. The
first model is based on a top-performing variant MSP[length] from
Bendersky and Kurland [4]. It locates the best-matching passage G
in the document by maximizing the maximum-likelihood estimate
pG across a set of candidates, with one key parameter λ D set by
using the document homogeneity estimate h [l enдt h] . A second
approach, called SUM, based on query-biased summarization [14]
was shown to be competitive to gradient boosting regression trees.
Following the proposed setting [14], the MEAD package [35] is
used to implement this method, combining four features: Centroid,
Position, Length, and QueryCosine with the default weights.
Quality-Biased Ranking (QSDM). The quality-biased ranking
method [3] is commonly referred to as the state of the art in web
document ranking with TREC collections. The method is a linear
model that combines the SDM score and ten web document quality
features, which are: NumVisTerms, NumTitleTerms, AvgTermLen,
FracAnchorText, FracVisText, Entropy (Entropy of the document content), FracStops, StopCover, UrlDepth (depth of the URL
path), and FracTableText.
External Expansion (EE). External Expansion [12] is a standard
PRF approach for expanding queries using external corpora based
on the Relevance Model [23]. It is generally considered as a strong
and effective expansion method when external resources are available.

5.3

Parameter Estimation

Parameters for individual baseline methods are tuned as follows:
• For passage-based language models (MSP and SUM), the mixture
weights are optimized via a grid search over the range {0.00,
0.05, 0.10, . . . , 0.95, 1.00} using cross validation.
• For external expansion (EE) the procedure followed closely
to the original paper Diaz and Metzler [12]. The number of
feedback documents (i.e., CQA answers) was set to ten to align
with the data. The number of feedback terms nT , collection
model weight λC , and the mixture ratio λQ with respect to
the original query were all learned on the target test collections via 100 rounds of randomized search over randomly
re-sampled train/test (50%–50%) query splits.10 In our experiments, (nT , λC , λQ ) were set to (60, 0.3, 0.2) on GOV2 and to
(50, 0.2, 0.2) on CW09B.
Parameters for experimental runs are tuned as follows:
• The passage size K is set to fifty words, to be made consistent
with the common setting for query-biased summarization [35].
We set λ = 0.1 in the extraction of the ILP representation.
• For QL, we set µ = 100 and for BM25, we set b1 = 1.2 and
k 1 = 0.75, based on common settings in adhoc retrieval. Both
p(t |C) and id f (t) are estimated on the target collection.
• For both embedding based estimates EmbWiki and EmbYA, we
set κ = 10 and x 0 = 0 based on cross validation.
10 This

optimization procedure allows the resulting retrieval scores to be included as a
feature in our ranking model. The resulting scores are comparable to the procedure
proposed by Diaz and Metzler [12].

• Our implementation of the DR framework follows the original
paper [9]: we encode query and passage vectors using 128
hidden units in three-layer bidirectional LSTMs. The model is
trained on the SQuAD dataset [37] using AdaMax [18]. The
dropout rate is tuned empirically to 0.5. We use the same set of
word embeddings learned from the Y!A data (as with EmbYA),
but the effectiveness is roughly comparable to a pre-trained
model learned on the Common Crawl data [9].
For all methods tested in our experiments, a Coordinate Ascent
learning-to-rank algorithm is employed to learn the model weights
using ten-fold cross validation, as is commonly practiced in past
work [3, 29].11 We used RankLib12 to estimate parameters, which
are essentially the weight of each feature. We chose to optimize
NDCG@20 throughout the experiments as it gives the best performance in terms of both precision- and recall-oriented metrics.

6

RESULTS

We describe and analyze the effectiveness of ranking using different
answer-passage representations: PSG and ILP, as well as passages
derived by using open-domain question answering model (DR).

6.1

Comparisons with Previous Work

Our approach is first compared with prior techniques for both
test collections, see Table 4. Ten experiments are reported: two
representations PSG and ILP with four relevance estimates EmbWiki,
EmbYA, QL, and BM25, and the DR framework are tested using title
and description queries.
It can be seen that combining SDM with answer-passage quality using all three representations PSG, ILP, and DR, significantly
outperforms SDM and the passage-based baselines SDM+MSP and
SDM+SUM. While incorporating MSP and SUM shows only marginal
benefits over SDM, combining answer-passage quality has seen the
biggest effect across all the other methods involved. This provides
an answer to RQ1: answer passages can be used to improve ad hoc
retrieval in the presence of a strong retrieval baseline SDM, and they
can work better than existing passage-based methods.
The fact that DR does not provide strong indication of document
relevance is unexpected. Among all representations ILP is found
to be the most effective, while PSG and DR are roughly comparable.
For both SDM+PSG and SDM+ILP, BM25 gives the best results and
QL the second, followed by embedding based estimates EmbWiki
and EmbYA. The SDM+DR framework works the best on description
queries, suggesting that further tuning might be needed for such
models to handle non-verbose queries. On both test collections, the
best effectiveness is achieved by using SDM+ILP with BM25.

6.2

Ad Hoc Retrieval with Passage Quality

The previous experiment shows that SDM+ILP paired with retrieval
function BM25 and QL may have some advantages over strong retrieval model QSDM and SDM+EE. This leads to a further investigation
11 Note that the comparison between ranking algorithms is beyond the scope of this pa-

per. In preliminary experiments, non-linear ranking models such as Gradient Boosted
Decision Trees (GBDT) and LambdaMART were also tested, but were found to consistently perform less effectively than Coordinate Ascent on all metrics by a wide margin,
suggesting that the ideal response surface is close to a hyperplane, as non-linear models
can struggle with this type of ranking problem.
12 https://www.lemurproject.org/ranklib.php (version 2.7)

Table 4: Comparisons with previous methods. Significant differences with respect to SDM/QSDM/SDM+EE are indicated using
†/⋄/∗ for p < 0.05 (or ‡/⋄⋄/∗∗ for p < 0.01). All differences between SDM+PSG/ILP runs and SDM+MSP are significant for p < 0.05.
NDCG@10

NDCG@20

P@10

P@20

MRR

MAP@100

0.4769
0.5127‡
0.5189‡
0.4826
0.4741

0.4751
0.5022‡
0.5057‡
0.4745
0.4749

0.5694
0.6197‡
0.6129‡
0.5782
0.5680

0.5469
0.5759‡
0.5738‡
0.5422
0.5500

0.7763
0.8174†
0.8220†
0.7696
0.7729

0.1802
0.1919‡
0.1879‡
0.1805
0.1805

0.4999‡
0.5010†
0.5085‡
0.5174‡
0.5081‡
0.4983†
0.5131‡
0.5293‡
0.4821
0.4999‡

0.4975‡
0.4957†
0.5068‡
0.5116‡
0.4967‡
0.4951‡
0.5052‡
0.5171‡
0.4786
0.4894†

0.6041‡
0.6007†
0.6102‡
0.6184‡
0.6204‡
0.6075‡
0.6238‡
0.6367‡
0.5735
0.6014‡

0.5745‡
0.5724‡
0.5823‡
0.5847‡
0.5752‡
0.5779‡
0.5844‡
0.5946‡∗
0.5480
0.5612

0.8063
0.8024
0.7991
0.8271‡
0.8098
0.7900
0.7878
0.8234*
0.7817
0.8038

0.1888‡
0.1888‡
0.1929‡
0.1946‡∗
0.1892‡
0.1876‡
0.1964‡∗∗
0.2009‡⋄∗∗
0.1811
0.1842†⋄⋄

0.2542
0.2735
0.2880‡
0.2535
0.2499

0.2462
0.2639†
0.2736‡
0.2469
0.2409

0.3682
0.3938†
0.4021‡
0.3656
0.3631

0.3321
0.3467
0.3590‡
0.3328
0.3267

0.5010
0.5224
0.5619‡
0.4989
0.4952

0.1053
0.1094
0.1136‡
0.1054
0.1047

0.2693†
0.2752†
0.2613
0.2811†
0.2843†
0.2818‡
0.3090‡⋄⋄
0.3115‡⋄⋄∗
0.2584
0.2833‡

0.2588†
0.2644†
0.2569
0.2687‡
0.2652†
0.2665†
0.2901‡⋄⋄
0.2955‡⋄⋄∗
0.2505
0.2681‡

0.3831
0.3856
0.3805
0.3938†
0.3954
0.3990‡
0.4313‡⋄⋄∗
0.4379‡⋄⋄∗
0.3662
0.3949†

0.3421
0.3479
0.3490†
0.3521†
0.3392
0.3485
0.3736‡⋄⋄
0.3787‡⋄⋄
0.3295
0.3441

0.5325
0.5299
0.5222
0.5499†
0.5803‡
0.5579†
0.5786‡⋄
0.5902‡⋄⋄
0.5298
0.5613‡

0.1058
0.1103
0.1087
0.1113†
0.1070
0.1092
0.1164‡⋄
0.1209‡⋄⋄∗
0.1050
0.1094

Baseline / Passage Baseline
SDM(†)
QSDM(⋄)
SDM+EE(∗)
SDM+MSP
SDM+SUM

GOV2

Answer-Passage Approach
SDM+PSG (EmbWiki)
SDM+PSG (EmbYA)
SDM+PSG (QL)
SDM+PSG (BM25)
SDM+ILP (EmbWiki)
SDM+ILP (EmbYA)
SDM+ILP (QL)
SDM+ILP (BM25)
SDM+DR (Title)
SDM+DR (Desc)
Baseline / Passage Baseline
SDM(†)
QSDM(⋄)
SDM+EE(∗)
SDM+MSP
SDM+SUM

CW09B

Answer-Passage Approach
SDM+PSG (EmbWiki)
SDM+PSG (EmbYA)
SDM+PSG (QL)
SDM+PSG (BM25)
SDM+ILP (EmbWiki)
SDM+ILP (EmbYA)
SDM+ILP (QL)
SDM+ILP (BM25)
SDM+DR (Title)
SDM+DR (Desc)

regarding improvements over strong retrieval models. We next incorporate passage quality features into an expanded set of retrieval
models, using the ILP representation together with BM25 and EmbYA
relevance estimates. For the choice of base models, we used SDM,
QSDM, and QSDM+EE, with the latter being a novel and strong combination of quality-biased ranking and external expansion.
The results (Table 5) show three rows in each collection for each
base model. Incorporating ILP significantly improves SDM for all
metrics, across collections. On GOV2, BM25 improves over QSDM for
NDCG@10, NDCG@20 and MAP@100. On CW09B, using BM25
leads to significant increases over QSDM for all metrics. For QSDM+EE,
significant increases were observed on P@10, P@20, and MAP@100
on the GOV2 data using BM25, and CW09B runs show a similar
trend but with a more pronounced effect. We conclude that RQ2

is answered: incorporating answer-passage quality can significantly
improve ad hoc retrieval in general, but as the base system improves,
further gains are likely to get smaller.

6.3

Combining Multiple Representations

Next, two answer-passage representations are involved in the ranking process. Denoted as Combined, this new experimental run effectively leverages passage-level evidence from two representations
learned by using different methodologies. The aim is to understand
whether quality estimates derived from different representations
provide similar effects to document ranking.
For this experiment, we incorporate answer-passage quality estimates from both representations ILP (BM25) and DR (Desc) into the

Table 5: Retrieval effectiveness of ranking models using quality estimates of answer-biased summaries. Significant differences
with respect to baselines SDM/QSDM/QSDM+EE are indicated using †/⋄/∗ for p < 0.05 (or ‡/⋄⋄/∗∗ for p < 0.01).
NDCG@10

NDCG@20

P@10

P@20

MRR

MAP@100

SDM+ILP (EmbYA)
SDM+ILP (BM25)

0.4769
0.4983†∗∗
0.5293‡

0.4751
0.4951‡∗∗
0.5171‡

0.5694
0.6075‡∗
0.6367‡

0.5469
0.5779‡
0.5946‡

0.7763
0.7900∗∗
0.8234†

0.1802
0.1876‡⋄∗∗
0.2009‡⋄∗

QSDM(⋄)
QSDM+ILP (EmbYA)
QSDM+ILP (BM25)

0.5127‡
0.5197‡
0.5412‡⋄

0.5022‡
0.5126‡
0.5245‡⋄⋄

0.6197‡
0.6238‡
0.6463‡

0.5759‡
0.5874‡
0.5939‡

0.8174†
0.8258†
0.8338†

0.1919‡
0.1891‡∗
0.2007‡⋄⋄∗

QSDM+EE(∗)
QSDM+EE+ILP (EmbYA)
QSDM+EE+ILP (BM25)

0.5339‡⋄
0.5329‡⋄
0.5442‡⋄⋄

0.5213‡⋄⋄
0.5208‡⋄
0.5311‡⋄⋄

0.6374‡
0.6429‡
0.6605‡⋄⋄∗

0.5901‡
0.5959‡⋄
0.6082‡⋄⋄∗

0.8416‡
0.8044∗
0.8407‡

0.1948‡
0.1947‡
0.1996‡⋄⋄∗∗

SDM(†)
SDM+ILP (EmbYA)
SDM+ILP (BM25)

0.2542
0.2818‡∗
0.3115‡⋄⋄

0.2462
0.2665†∗
0.2955‡⋄⋄

0.3682
0.3990‡
0.4379‡⋄⋄∗

0.3321
0.3485
0.3787‡⋄⋄

0.5010
0.5579†
0.5902‡⋄⋄

0.1053
0.1092∗
0.1209‡⋄⋄∗

QSDM(⋄)
QSDM+ILP (EmbYA)
QSDM+ILP (BM25)

0.2735
0.2853†
0.3107‡⋄⋄

0.2639†
0.2691†
0.2959‡⋄⋄

0.3938†
0.3923
0.4333‡⋄⋄∗

0.3467
0.3485
0.3774‡⋄⋄

0.5224
0.5566†
0.6002‡⋄⋄

0.1094
0.1109
0.1190‡⋄⋄

QSDM+EE(∗)
QSDM+EE+ILP (EmbYA)
QSDM+EE+ILP (BM25)

0.2985‡⋄
0.3042‡⋄⋄
0.3194‡⋄⋄∗

0.2819‡ +
0.2864‡⋄⋄
0.3015‡⋄⋄∗∗

0.4056‡
0.4174‡
0.4338‡⋄∗∗

0.3610‡
0.3679‡⋄
0.3826‡⋄⋄∗∗

0.5799‡⋄⋄
0.5881‡⋄⋄
0.6138‡⋄⋄

0.1148‡⋄
0.1169‡⋄
0.1210‡⋄⋄∗∗

SDM(†)

GOV2

CW09B

Table 6: Combining ILP and DR significantly improves QSDM
(significant differences are indicated using ⋄ for p < 0.05 or
⋄⋄ for p < 0.01).

GOV2
CW09B

N@20

P@20

MAP@100

QSDM+Combined

0.5022
0.5280⋄⋄

0.5759
0.6007⋄

0.1919
0.1972

QSDM(⋄)
QSDM+Combined

0.2639
0.2896⋄⋄

0.3467
0.3656⋄

0.1094
0.1166⋄

QSDM(⋄)

QSDM run. The results of these experiments are shown in Table 6. The
Combined method produces strong retrieval runs, but not significantly better than just incorporating ILP. However, QSDM+Combined
significantly outperforms QSDM on both collections, and across all
metrics except MRR and MAP@100 on GOV2. Regarding the answer to RQ3, we conclude that there is some evidence to support the
claim that the use of multiple representations will lead to a stronger
ranking model.

6.4

Feature Importance

An ablation analysis was conducted on the run QSDM+EE+ILP (BM25)
with twenty one features in total, to examine the relative feature
importance. The top seven features for each collection are shown in
Table 8, ordered by decreasing difference of NDCG@20 score after
removing a feature. NDCG@20 is used as an ordering criterion
following our optimization metric in the main experiment. The
letter P in square brackets indicates passage-level quality features.

SDM remains the most important feature across collections. Some
differences between collections can be seen based on the relative importance of features. Our passage quality features AvgWordWeight,
QueryOverlap, and FracStop[P] appear more effective on GOV2.
On CW09B, PassageScore, StopCover[P], and AvgTermLen are
among the top-ranked features. Note that PassageScore and EE
also show high importance on CW09B, indicating the usefulness of
external CQA resources in ad hoc retrieval.

6.5

Lack of CQA Resources

To investigate to what extent the ranking effectiveness changes
when the coverage of good related CQA answers is not guaranteed, we conduct an experiment using the related answers obtained
from the offline Yahoo! Webscope L6 collection13 using a mixture
approach [49].14 Note that this dataset was collected prior to the
creation of CW09B, so the respective TREC query topics are less
likely to have direct answers in the data.
Our results (Table 9) suggest a decrease of up to 2.6% on GOV2
and 3% on CW09B compared to the result of using the related CQA
answers obtained from Yahoo! Answers (Y!A) search engine (see
Table 5). The implication is that a good coverage of related answers
is crucial in the generation of answer passages, that are primarily
supported by the size of collection and the human efforts involved
in curating the best answers.
It is worth noting that using an offline resource with limited
coverage of related CQA answers still leads to a significant improvement in NDCG@20 and P@20 on the CW09B collection. This
13 http://webscope.sandbox.yahoo.com/
14 The

weight of SDM retrieval score for question title, question body, and best answer
fields are respectively set to 0.5, 0.2, and 0.3 based [49].

Table 7: Answer passages extracted from a top-ranked relevant document clueweb09-enwp01-16-17964 for TREC Web Topic
65, “ Find information and resources on the Korean language.” (query: korean language)
ILP (EmbYA)

For example, different endings are used based on whether the subjects and listeners are friends, parents, or honoured
persons. in a similar way European languages borrow from Latin and Greek. Its use limited some cases and the
aristocracy prefers Classical Chinese for its writing. “Mortal enemy” and “head of state” are homophones in the South.
Learn to read, write and pronounce Korean

ILP (BM25)

Yanbian (People’s Republic of China) Given this, it is sometimes hard to tell which actual phonemes are present in a
certain word. Unlike most of the European languages, Korean does not conjugate verbs using agreement with the
subject, and nouns have no gender. The Korean language used in the North and the South exhibits differences in
pronunciation, spelling, grammar and vocabulary.

DR (Desc)

Korean is similar to Altaic languages in that they both lack certain grammatical elements, including number, gender,
articles, fusional morphology, voice, and relative pronouns (Kim Namkil). Korean especially bears some morphological
resemblance to some languages of the Northern Turkic group, namely Sakha (Yakut).

Table 8: Results of ablation study to determine feature importance for both test collections.

N@20

P@20

MAP@100

QSDM+ILP (BM25)

0.5022
0.5083

0.5759
0.5759

0.1919
0.1926

effectiveness. It is however surprising that, the open-domain question answering model shows little benefit in extracting answerbearing passages for document ranking. This may be due to task
mismatch (i.e. model trained to detect factoids) or the lack of appropriate training instances. Word embeddings learned on the CQA
data are arguably useful for the task, but simpler methodologies
appear to win on the overall efficacy.
The ILP representation benefits the most from the inclusion
of passage quality estimates, which we suspect is due to the fact
that summaries are more likely to cover broken sentences on nonrelevant documents. The compressive nature forces summaries to
include all textual evidence that seems relevant, but when such
evidence is scarce the quality can be poor.
For illustrative purposes, some example answer passages produced by using ILP and DR are also given in Table 7. The answer
passages are extracted from a top-ranked relevant document for
a randomly sampled query topic. We note that the extraction algorithms tend to capture a broader range of answers when the
underlying document is relevant, as is shown in the example. While
the captured evidence may differ in terms of efficacy for document
ranking, it remains an open question how this difference correlates
with users’ perception towards the answer-passage quality.

QSDM(⋄)
QSDM+ILP (BM25)

0.2639
0.2804⋄⋄

0.3467
0.3679⋄⋄

0.1094
0.1136
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GOV2
Feature
SDM
FracStop
AvgWordWeight
UrlDepth
QueryOverlap
FracAnchorText
FracStop[P]

CW09B
Diff.
0.0306
0.0101
0.0076
0.0063
0.0052
0.0049
0.0048

Feature

Diff.

SDM
StopCover
PassageScore
FracVisText
EE
StopCover[P]
AvgTermLen

0.0223
0.0092
0.0086
0.0077
0.0076
0.0046
0.0038

Table 9: An investigation of using external CQA resources
from offline collection. Significant differences with respect
to QSDM are indicated using ⋄ for p < 0.05 (or ⋄⋄ for p < 0.01).

GOV2
CW09B

QSDM(⋄)

is in line with one previous study [51] on exploiting CQA resources
for non-factoid question answering, which shows modest improvements in the quality of produced answers even when no CQA answer exactly matches the queries. We note that, in the case where
CQA answers are not available for a particular query, a live system
can simply back off to a retrieval mode that does not incorporate
such evidence, as the lack of appropriate CQA resources is clearly
indicated through an empty results list.

7

DISCUSSION

The results in the previous sections provide strong empirical evidence to support the validity of the answer-bearingness hypothesis,
and also directly support the recurring argument in previous work
[4, 8, 14, 22, 40, 46] that passage-level evidence can benefit retrieval

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed quality-biased ranking that incorporates signals from passages that are likely to bear answers. A new
approach that exploits external resources in the creation of such
passages is developed to induce high-quality sub-document representations, called answer passages, from the retrieved documents.
We developed a set of methodologies to improve term relevance
estimates and extract answer passages. A range of quality features
is extracted from the generated passages, and blended into the ranking model, which leads to improved effectiveness: our experiments
on two web collections showed that this approach is more effective than passage-based methods and external expansion, and can
significantly improve on state-of-the-art ranking models SDM and
QSDM. Signals from multiple representations can also be combined
to improve ranking effectiveness. A final ranking model that combines all these quality estimates achieved significant effectiveness
improvements on GOV2 and ClueWeb09B.

In future work we plan to conduct a user study to gain an understanding of human perceptions of the quality of answer passages,
and of the improvement in document ranking. A promising new
approach to entity representation has recently been published [48],
which approaches the problem of ranking from an angle orthogonal
to our work. We plan to explore a combination of such approaches
in future. We will look to examine possible improvements to our
ranking model, such as using link-based features [20], user behavior
signals [1], and filtering CQA answers based on their quality [41].
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